Safe in San Francisco
From "MR. SIPPLE"

We're in a city in the middle of a cultural revolution, this is San Francisco!

A city in the middle of an island of pollution, here in San Francisco!
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boys. Change that could really last, boys! It's worth it in the end. This
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And you're gun-na do it. You'll struggle through it.
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cause is catch-ing wind! Here in this gold - en ci - ty with my few best
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San Francisco! A city where a monument to me is plain in view! Here in San Francisco!
Where it doesn't feel like the crusades, man.

This war

Roads with no baricades, man.

This war

Think about it all the while. A big pride parade with

and he's our four leaf clover.

and he's our four leaf clover.

is almost over and he's our four leaf clover.

is almost over and he's our four leaf clover.

pride parade ah!
But now we're safe in San Francisco for the time being.

San Francisco, seeing sights worth seeing!

Now the time being!
there's no need to be so - ber, here in San Fran -
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ci - sco, my four best friends and me!
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Let's drink!

Let's drink!

Let's drink!
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Let's drink!
Were no-body knows me and I can live on my own.

Where I can fight for what I know.

Add women fight for San Francisco.
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Where we can hold hands as happy and not be scared for those I love.

I'm fighting for the future I was promised.

A place where down the road we go! down the road we go! down the road they go! go! San Fran
I'm searching for humanity in all!

no body tells me to fight.

A place where a right is simply a

We'll be heroes!

We'll be heroes!

We'll be heroes!
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I'm willing to do what I have to do. Where there are no expectations just celebrations of right.

Here in our home there'll be celebrations of

Here in our home there'll be celebrations of

Here in our home there'll be celebrations of

San Francisco! Celebrations of
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Down the bay, cross the bridge

We're in a city in the middle of a cultural revolution and
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if we work together we can find us a solution just six hours from the city of stars we
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my memoir!
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A city we love! San Francisco! We just
need to give it a shove! Here's the news that we can lend ya! HERE COMES THE GAY A -
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My four best friends! Best -

GEN-DA into San Francisco! Four best friends!
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